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Outgrowing a space for women’s history is news worth celebrating!  It is all the more so when the building one moves to bears 
as much historical relevance to one’s mission as the 1844 Seneca Knitting Mill (a woolen mill) being rehabilitated by the Hall.  
Two of the thirty-two men who signed the 1848 Declaration of Sentiments were among the Mill’s first trustees; one of the two 
became the Mill’s second owner and they were both abolitionists.  One of the few remaining Mills of its kind and listed on the 
National Historical Registry, the Hall was drawn to its features, location and unique history.  Garnering early support from 
the community and from a succession of grants, the Hall’s project has been hailed by some as a labor of love and perseverance 
and by others as the location where the Hall’s words and music come together.  It is also a project that brings women’s history 
together with abolition and with history of industrial manufacturing of woolen products.  Our Mill project is now poised at 
a significant moment to enable the Hall to meet its goal to receive its certificate of occupancy in 2018 to move into the first 
floor and then to bring the full rehabilitation to realization by 2020, the centennial year of the 19th amendment.  

Our progress has been steady.  During 2016 and 2017 (Phase III) we obtained all necessary approvals (NYS Historic 
Preservation Office, National Park Service, Seneca Falls Historic Commission), focused on the exterior of the limestone 
building, as well as major site work to insure worker safety and preservation of the limestone structures and chimney.  That 
work included scalable design, Installation of all new windows (105), lintels/sills (repaired or replaced), masonry cleaning & 
repointing, initial reinforcement of the 4th floor to accommodate planned usage, as well as demolition of the un-safe brick 
structures surrounding the 4-story limestone building and smokestack.  Moving in to the first floor will complete this phase.
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Phases I and II were started in 2014 and 
completed in 2015  (site security, master plan, 
engineering assessments, new roof, abatement, 
shoring floors and walls, stabilization of all 
window and door openings, replacement of all 
fascia).

Our architects’ conceptual rendering shown 
here reflects the Hall’s attention to the 
building’s location, its history and the future of 
the Hall.   

Generations will draw on the Hall’s unique attention to location, education, and history as its gallery educates on the vast 
reaches of women’s history as American history.  

We ask you to help us to move the Hall into the Mill.  Our grants and early donors have paved the way – now we ask you to 
help to make this move happen.  By 2018 we need to raise at least 2 million to move us into the first floor.  By 2020 we will 
have much much more to raise to bring this project to its full and vital reality. We welcome talking further about donations 
and ways you might uniquely add your name to the Hall’s Mill project and, more significantly, to ensuring a national place of 
record of women’s history.  www.womenofthehall.org; 315-568-8060 
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Construction  
Progress

1) Old roof and fascia 
before repair

2) New roof and fascia

3) First floor after 
abatement

4) Today’s view along 
the canal.
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